The Startup Pavilion, in the IMS Exhibition, fosters a dynamic environment where ideas meet opportunity, paving the way for fruitful collaborations and groundbreaking partnerships between visionary entrepreneurs, industry giants, and potential investors.

Be part of the epicenter of groundbreaking microwave and RF products and services, where rising companies disrupt the status quo.

Unlock direct access to decision makers with 1-on-1 meetings that drive results with investors, potential customers, and GovE program managers.

Don't Miss Out! Easy Turnkey Solution Available for $2,000 to the First 10 Startups

What’s Included:
- Kiosk with monitor, built-in signage and stool
- Electrical provided (10 amp)
- Identified as a participant on signage
- 3 IMS2024 exhibitor staff badges
- 3 Discounted IMS Conference Passes
- Dedicated Networking Lounge within the Pavilion

Startups Dedicated Programming
- Funding and entrepreneurship panels, technology showcases, VIP networking event.

The Top Startup Competition
- Pitch to judges and an audience who are active, influential members in RF/microwave technology ecosystem and new venture creation.

Contact: exhibits@horizonhouse.com

Deadline for Participation: 26 April 2024 or once sold out

Eligibility Requirements: 1) Must not have exhibited at IMS. 2) Less than 5 years of operation or within 10 years if pre-revenue. 3) Must be considered a small business by the SBA.